Rigorous analysis of user interest in web documents is essential for the development of recommender systems. This paper investigates the relationship between the implicit parameters and user explicit rating during their search and reading tasks. The objective of this paper is therefore three-fold: firstly, the paper identifies the implicit parameters which are statistically correlated with the user explicit rating through user study 1. These parameters are used to develop a predictive model which can be used to represent users' perceived relevance of documents. Secondly, it investigates the reliability and validity of the predictive model by comparing it with eye gaze during a reading task through user study 2. Our findings suggest that there is no significant difference between the predictive model based on implicit indicators and eye gaze within the context examined. Thirdly, we measured the consistency of user explicit rating in both studies and found significant consistency in user explicit rating of document relevance and interest level which further validates the predictive model. We envisage that the results presented in this paper can help to develop recommender and personalised systems for recommending documents to users based on their previous interaction with the system.
Introduction
As the amount of information available through the internet and various intranets continues to grow, effective retrieval of relevant information has become a challenging task. The tremendous amount of available information leads to information overload (Alhindi, Kruschwitz, Fox, & Albakour, 2015) . This phenomenon has led to research on personalised information retrieval and recommender systems. Most of the current information retrieval systems are generic and do not provide task-specific information to users Jawaheer, Weller, & Kostkova, 2014) . Hence, research in the area of personalisation has been found to be useful for addressing the problem of information overload by providing the users with relevant web documents based on their interest and current activity. This can enhance user search experience and improve efficiency. This can be achieved through relevance feedback based approaches. The process of gathering useful information about users in order to give them feedback or recommend documents based on their previous interaction with the system is called relevance feedback (Zemirli, 2012) . Relevance feedback is affected by contextual factors like task type (Kellar, Watters, Duffy, & Shepherd, 2004; Li & Belkin, 2008) . Tasks are activities that people attempt to accomplish to meet a particular goal. Identifying an accurate task stream is difficult because the demarcation of boundaries is not clear enough. However, common streams have classified different task along features like fact-finding vs information gathering (Kellar, Watters, & Shepherd, 2007) . Task type help to infer document usefulness and also influences the total time spent while performing the task (Liu & Wu, 2008) . This work employs user task to examine the relationship between implicit parameters and explicit ratings.
Users of an information system present their intention/interest through the formulation of input queries; however this does not adequately capture their interest (White & Kelly, 2006) and the users have to go through several iteration to get accurate search results. Therefore, there is a need to augment user query input with additional sources of information obtained explicitly or implicitly from their post-click interaction with the system in order to provide users with accurate search results based on current activity and context (White & Kelly, 2006) . With respect to relevance feedback, although the explicit approach (where users of a system state their opinion of the system) is commonly used for movie, music and product review, it is intrusive and alters user browsing pattern (Claypool, Le, Wased, & Brown, 2001) . Explicit feedback can be replaced with non-intrusive approach that tries to infer users' interest implicitly. The inference usually takes a sequence of steps which include observing user browsing behaviour, selecting the appropriate set of implicit indicators and modelling them as source of evidence for implicit relevance feedback. These implicit indicators are obtained by observing user activity, for example through user mouse event, dwell time, keyboard event, eye tracking and psychological measures (e.g. facial expression). Indicators from dwell time, mouse and key events are commonly used at low cost whilst eye tracking indicators are expensive and can be intrusive. Eye gaze has been said to have a direct link with human cognition (Buscher, Dengel, Biedert, & Van Elst, 2012) , making it the most promising implicit indicator for predicting the user's perceived relevance of web documents. It has been shown to be useful in inferring cognitive states for personalisation (Conati & Merten, 2007) . The cost, configuration and portability of an eye tracker mean that it is not easily applicable to real life applications. There is therefore a need to model low cost implicit indicators as a substitution for the eye gaze indicator.
The present challenge with implicit approach is that there are no standard and acceptable methods to determine how users' activities on the web relate to their interest. This study employs the use of an instrumented web browser to capture users' implicit and explicit data from client machines and store them in a central server for further processing. In this research we investigate the consistent and predictive indicators that are frequently used by a community of users with similar interests. The indicators can then be used to build a system which learns from users' behaviour and offers recommendations to them and future users with similar information needs while minimizing the time users spend finding relevant documents.
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between implicit and explicit feedback parameters in different tasks. We derive a predictive model from implicit indicators that can be used to estimate document relevance. Finally, we validate the predictive model with eye gaze tracker. The paper is focused on answering the following research questions: 1. Can specific task situations be used to derive a predictive function model from classical implicit indicators that will signify that a web document is relevant? 2. Can eye gaze predictive indicators be substituted by a predictive function based on classical implicit indicators?
The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of related work. Section 3 presents the methodology and two user studies. Section 4 presents the results and Section 5 provides the conclusion and outlines our future work.
Related work
Considerable research has been carried out to improve the quality of information retrieval systems by the use of relevance feedback. Particularly the focus of research has been on implicit relevance feedback or implicit feedback. The Implicit feedback approach uses implicit indicators to replace explicit rating for the development of recommender systems (Ding, Liu, & Tao, 2010; Iqbal, Grzywaczewski, James, Doctor, & Halloran, 2012) . It is used unobtrusively to infer the user's information needs based on their interest. Although implicit feedback is widely available, it is considered a secondary option to explicit feedback (Jawaheer et al., 2014) and is noisy and less accurate compared to the explicit method (Claypool et al., 2001) . Current research investigates the best way of replacing explicit feedback measures with implicit feedback approaches (Alhabashneh, Iqbal, Doctor, & Amin, 2015) . For instance, in a controlled setting, mouse and scroll movements have been found to exhibit some correlation with explicit rating, but it is somewhat difficult to interpret that in the real world (Buscher, Biedert, Heinesch, & Dengel, 2010 ). An advantage of the implicit approach is that a large amount of data can be collected ubiquitously without restricting a user to a particular place. The predictive strength of a number of implicit indicators has been investigated in the field of information retrieval. Among the implicit indicators previously investigated include: time spent on a document (also called reading time or dwell time), mouse movement, mouse distance, mouse clicks, amount of scroll movement, copy and paste, printing, highlighting, emailing and bookmarking (Akuma, 2014; Claypool et al., 2001; Iqbal, Grzywaczewski, Halloran, Doctor, & Iqbal, 2015; Konstan et al., 1997; Morita & Shinoda, 1994) . Unlike explicit rating which is intrusive, expensive and alters users' browsing behaviour, implicit measures remove the cognitive cost of rating and these are not intrusive (Zemirli, 2012) . The next phase of the review will focus on commonly used implicit feedback measures (classical implicit indicators) and gaze-based feedback measures.
Commonly used implicit indicators
Dwell time is one of the most researched implicit indicators. It is the duration that a document is in focus. In an attempt to effectively substitute explicit rating with implicit measures, Morita and Shinoda (Morita & Shinoda, 1994) introduced the use of dwell time as a behavioural characteristic for creating user profile and data filtration. They conducted an experiment with 8 users who were given a six week task to read articles in a news group they belonged to and explicitly rate them. The investigation was based on how the length of the document, its readability and the amount of unread article affects the reading time. They found that users spend longer time on articles they find interesting but the length of an article does not have any significant effect on the reading time. Using modified distributed software, Konstan et al (Konstan et al., 1997) repeated the study of Morita and Shinoda (Morita & Shinoda, 1994) in a natural setting. Explicit rating and reading time was logged from participants in a recommender system trial. Their findings show that a recommender system based on reading time is as accurate as an explicit recommender system. Both Morita & Shinoda, 1994 and Konstan et al (Konstan et al., 1997) research was based on a single implicit indicator (reading time) and users were restricted to certain news groups thereby limiting their 'true' web experience. In a related study with a focus on academic and professional journal articles, Kim, Oard and Romanik (Kim, Oard, & Romanik, 2000) developed a framework to investigate whether reading time is a good predictor of user interest and whether retention indicators like printing can be used to augment the predictive power of the reading time. Their findings indicate that users spent more time on documents they consider relevant. Research by Núñez-Vald ez et al (Núñez-Vald ez et al., 2012) found that display time and number of visits can be used to represent users' interest in recommending electronic books. Akuma et al (Akuma, Jayne, Iqbal, & Doctor, 2014) investigated the predictive strength of dwell time and mouse activity in a task-specific context. They correlated user generated implicit indicators with explicit relevance ratings on a set of documents and found a positive correlation between the dwell time and the explicit relevance rating. Yi et al (Yi, Hong, Zhong, Liu, & Rajan, 2014) examined the use of item-level dwell time to infer document relevance. They used both client and serverside logging to capture real-world user data from Yahoo across different devices. They infer that dwell time can be integrated and used for personalized recommender system. Although most research suggests that dwell time is an important indicator of interest; Kelly and Belkin (Kelly & Belkin, 2004) cautioned that dwell time vary in task and subject and are difficult to interpret. This assertion was affirmed by Velayathan and Yamada (Velayathan & Yamada, 2007) .
High dwell time on a document does not necessarily mean relevance because a user may leave a web document open for a long time without gazing at it. Guo and Agichtein (Guo & Agichtein, 2012) suggests that an aggregation of dwell time with other promising indicators like cursor movements and scroll can serve as a better evidence of relevance. Nichols (Nichols, 1997) introduced a list of additional observable behaviour indicators that can be a source for implicit feedback. These include: mark, reply, glimpse, query, associate, refer, repeated use, delete, save and print. Oard and Kim (Oard & Kim, 1998) grouped observable feedback behaviour into Behaviour Category axis and Minimum Scope axis. Behaviour Category axis represents the purpose of the observed behaviour and it comprises of Examine, Retain, Reference and Annotate behaviour while Minimum Scope axis encapsulates the smallest scope of the object in use. It consists of Segment, Object and Class. Kelly and Teevan (Kelly & Teevan, 2003) added "Create" to the Behavioural Category axis; it entails the behaviour associated with users when creating of new information. No quantitative measures were provided by Oard and Kim (Oard & Kim, 1998) to support the effectiveness of the indicators and only a few of the observable feedback behaviour are frequently used by online users. This work focuses on the frequently used online behaviour that can be employed to assist users to retrieve relevant web documents in an interactive information retrieval environment.
The 'Curious Browser' is a web browser developed by Claypool et al (Claypool et al., 2001) to study the predictive strength of some commonly used indicators. Implicit data were captured as users browse while the explicit data were collected through a five point rating scale. The implicit indicators measured were mouse clicks, scrolling, mouse movement and elapse time. Their results show that the time spent on a document, the amount of scroll and the combination of time spent and amount of scroll are good predictive indicators which have a stronger correlation with user explicit ratings. Kim and Chan (Kim & Chan, 2005) examined similar indicators to Claypool et al. (Claypool et al., 2001) . In their study, participants were asked to save over 5 pages, bookmark more than 10 pages, print over 5 pages and use 'memo' on more than 5 pages. They found that distance of mouse movement and time spent are the promising indicators of interest. Both Claypool et al (Claypool et al., 2001 ) and Kim et al (Kim & Chan, 2005) did not use information seeking tasks to engage participants; this might create uncertainty in applying the findings. Also, Kim & Chan compelled the users to behave in some way (bookmark, print, save) which might have affected their 'true' web experience.
Zhu, He and Wang (Zhu, He, & Wang, 2012) used the parameters of Clicks, Bookmaking, Voting and Reply to adaptively model users' interest. Fox et al. (Fox, Karnawat, Mydland, Dumais, & White, 2005) correlated implicit and explicit judgement and developed a predictive model using the Bayesian method. They found that the aggregation of time spent on the search result page, click-through, and how users ended a session or exited a result page, gave the best prediction for their explicit judgement of satisfaction. The study by Fox et al (Fox et al., 2005) focused on search engine result page and not user's post-click behaviour on documents, which is the focus of this work. In the context of electronic book recommendation, Núñez-Valdez et al (Núñez-Valdez, Lovelle, Hern andez, Fuente, & Labra-Gayo, 2015) proposed an architecture that analysed and transformed implicit feedback parameters to approximate explicit ratings for a community of readers. Their results show that users' interest can be determined by analysing and converting their behaviour. Leiva and Huang (Leiva & Huang, 2015) used a clientside approach of tracking user activity to record users' cursor movements for computing relevance of search results. They infer that the 'cursor movement' capturing tool is a viable tool for understanding user behaviour.
Zemirli (Zemirli, 2012 ) worked on post-retrieval documents and he developed a web browser (WebCap) that uses 'examine and retention' indicators to infer users' interest in real time. He conducted an experiment on 6 users and found that WebCap was able to capture 80% of relevant documents when compared with explicit user judgements. Similar success was reported by Shapira, TaiebMaimon and Moskowitz (Shapira, Taieb-Maimon, & Moskowitz, 2006) . Balakrishnan and Zhang (Balakrishnan & Zhang, 2014) examined the effect of some implicit indicators on post-retrieval document relevancy. They found that a combination of text selection, dwell time, click-through and page review post-click behaviour can improve the precision of relevance feedback.
Most studies of implicit indicators in the context of information retrieval have been based on Search Engine Result Page (SERP) and very few studies have focussed on developing a predictive model through the aggregation of implicit indicators generated from web documents visited by users. This work uses a task based approach and it focuses on user post-click behaviour. It revisits some of the implicit indicators used in the studies above but instead of the multiple domain approach of data collection, information tasks are used to limit users' goals in a particular domain. The following implicit indicators are evaluated in this work: users' dwell time, mouse movement, mouse distance, mouse velocity, mouse clicks, amount of scroll, keystroke and amount of copy. A stepwise regression is utilised to extract and model the most predictive indicators. Investigation is also carried out to examine whether the model can be used in place of eye gaze measures.
Eye gaze-based implicit indicators
Research in eye gaze for information retrieval tasks has shown that there is a direct link with human cognition, making it the most promising indicator for predicting users' perceived relevance on web documents. The modern eye trackers have a better degree of accuracy and precision in measuring gaze features as compared to previous ones. This has led to an increased study of gaze parameters as they relate to information retrieval (Gwizdka, 2014) . A previous study by Buscher et al (Buscher et al., 2012) suggests that eye gaze is an important indicator of interest and it has a direct link to a user's visual attention. In a related study conducted by Saloj€ arvi et al (Saloj€ arvi, Puolam€ aki, & Kaski, 2005) to explore whether eye movement can be used as a source of implicit relevance information, they found that accurate prediction of document relevance can be deduced from eye movement. Cole et al (Cole et al., 2011) investigated how user eye tracking information can be used to obtain user intent and interest during information retrieval. They found that eye movement during reading is a good implicit indicator for a user's task type. Granka, Joachims and Gay (Granka, Joachims, & Gay, 2004 ) also reported that eye movement a good indicator of interest.
Although gaze features are said to be the most predictive indicator of interest (Buscher et al., 2012) , they are however not used in the real world due to the expensive cost of an Eye tracker, its configuration and portability. It is therefore necessary to substitute the gaze features that has direct link to human cognition with other implicit indicators obtained from 'cheap and available' sources. Attempts have been made by researchers to substitute the eye gaze indictor with other single implicit indicators. Huang, White and Dumais (Huang, White, & Dumais, 2011) found a slight coordination between cursor movement and eye gaze. Guo and Agichtein (Guo & Agichtein, 2010) say that regions where mouse pointer and eye are within 100 pixels of each other can be predicted accurately by nearly 77%. Most of the previous studies focused on finding a relationship between mouse cursor and eye gaze on Search Engine Result Page (SERP). In this work, we examined how we can validate the strength of the predictive function derived from aggregating commonly used implicit indicators with eye gaze. We show that to a reasonable degree, we can use an aggregation of non-gaze implicit indicators as a substitution to gaze-based indicators.
Methodology and user studies
Two user studies were conducted. The first user study "Classical Implicit Indicators vs explicit ratings" analyses 'commonly available' implicit feedback measures in relation to explicit relevance ratings for specific information retrieval tasks. It correlates implicit and explicit feedback parameters, and it uses multilinear regression to derive a predictive model that can estimate document relevance. The second user study "Eye Gaze Indicators vs explicit ratings" validates the derived predictive model with the eye gaze measure.
User study 1 method (classical implicit indicators vs explicit ratings)
The goal of this study is to investigate the relationship between classical implicit indicators and explicit relevance ratings in task specific domain, and to identify the implicit indicators which have a stronger relationship with the explicit ratings to use in the predictive model. Since there is no agreeable standard for sample size for an Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR) experiment and no linear relationship between sample and population (Kelly, 2009) , we worked with a sample size that is consistent with previous research. The participants recruited for study 1 were 77 undergraduate students of Computing. Only participants above 18 years were allowed to participate. The participants recruited for this study had a high proficiency with the use of computers. Remuneration was not given to the participants but they were informed of the overall benefit of the research to enhance student learning through the recommendation of documents by using relevance feedback approaches.
The participants were asked to perform search tasks and produce a short report of their findings. The study took 45 min for each of the group and the participants were given an option to either perform the experiment in a controlled environment or at home in a natural setting. The controlled study was performed in selected computer laboratories of the university. A consent form was given to them to complete which was followed by a short tutorial about the task. A zipped Mozilla Firefox Portable with an embedded JavaScript plugin was uploaded to Google drive for participants to download and extract to their computers. After the extraction, they were instructed to open the Firefox browser in the folder and begin the search for answers to the given task. The participants were informed not to look at their clock while performing the task; this was to remove any anxiety and nervousness. Participants either entered their own query in a search engine to find their required documents or they entered the URL address of their required web documents directly. For every web document they visited, participants were prompted to enter their User Id and then do the following:
Read the document for information relating to their task then close the current tab (web document). On closing the tab, participants were asked to explicitly rate the documents according to its relevance. The participants were required to visit and read a minimum of 7 web documents Finally, participants were asked to prepare a 200 words report of the solution to the given task.
The injected JavaScript plugin captured users' behavioural features (see Table 1 ) and explicit ratings for relevance for each document visited. URLs from Google results pages, Facebook and Yahoo were prevented from being logged on to ensure that only documents related to the task at hand were recorded. The data collected were then sent to a central server, and then to a MySQL database for storage. Fig. 1 depicts how data were automatically captured and stored while the users were performing their tasks.
Description of tasks
In this section, we discuss the tasks which were given to the students. The tasks employed for this research are simulated work situations which follow the recommendation by Borlund (Borlund, 2003) . The tasks are designed to encourage the participants to search the web naturally. They are designed with the intention to be interesting and relatable for the participants. The tasks domain for the study is in the area of Computer Science. Two simulated search tasks are composed of two parts e the simulated work task situation and indicative request. The simulated work task situation is a 'cover story' that has three characteristics:
The subjects should be able to relate and identify with the task The subjects should find the topic situation interesting The task situation should have an imaginative context so that subjects can relate to it.
When tasks are assigned to users without a background information or context, it demotivates the users and they may consider the task as artificial (Kelly, 2009) . A classification scheme by Liu, Liu and Belkin (Liu, Liu, & Belkin, 2013 ) is used to group the task components into a single scheme as shown in Table 2 .
3.1.1.1. Mixed task (task 1). Task 1 is considered a mixed product (Decision and Intellectual task) because it involves making a decision to solve a problem with the most efficient method (RUP or Waterfall Model). It also focuses on 'how' a problem can be solved. It asks for the most important stage of the lifecycle, making it also an intellectual task. The goal of the task is specific because participants have to find a particular approach and it is also of high complexity because at least 7 documents have to be sourced.
3.1.1.2. Simulated work task situation 1. GIG Software Development company employed you as a consultant to provide a solution to the Company's pressing problem of developing a customized software within a minimal time frame. Some professional software developers achieved this by using the Rational Unified Process while others used the waterfall model. 3.1.1.4. Factual task (task 2). Task 2 is considered factual because specific facts have to be sourced. It focuses on gathering information on a subject and participants have to find specific information which is explicitly measurable. The complexity for this task is high because at least 7 web documents have to be retrieved. The Euclidean distance of mouse movement is calculated by its X and Y coordinates on the monitor in every 100 ms.
Total Mouse Movement (TMM):
This is the total mouse movement calculated by its X and Y coordinates on the monitor. The count is incremented by one for X and Y as the mouse hovers. Mean Mouse Velocity (MMV) This is the total speed covered by the mouse on the monitor. Number of Mouse Clicks (NMC) This is the total amount of mouse clicks on a page. The number of mouse click is incremented every time the mouse is clicked by a user.
Amount of Scroll (AS)
Most web pages are longer in length than the monitor height. When readers are interested in a page, they scroll the page. The scrolling is normally done by either clicking or dragging the scroll bar. Any time a user clicks the scrollbar up or down, the count is incremented. Number of Keystrokes (NK): This is the total number of keystrokes on a document. This is incremented when the user strikes a key.
Amount of Copy (AC)
This is the number of times text is copied to the clipboard from a document. It is incremented by one any time text from a particular document is copied. Mouse Duration Count (DC) This is the total number of 100 ms intervals that occurs while the mouse is moved on the screen. Time Stamp This is the time and date in GMT when a document is loaded and when a document is closed. URL This is the http address of any web document visited by a user. IP Address (IP) This is the internet protocol address of a user. It represents the user's location.
Explicit Relevance Ratings (ER)
This is the actual rating of the web document by the user. The Firefox plugin attaches a six scale rating button on each of the webpages. After reading a webpage, the user rates it by clicking on any of six scale buttons where 5 e means very relevant, 4 e means more relevant, 3 e means moderate relevant, 2 e means slightly relevant, 1e means very low relevance, 0 e means not relevant. Fig. 1 . The experimental system used for capturing data. The purpose of this study is to correlate eye gaze measures with explicit relevance ratings on some web documents to validate the predictive model which is developed as result of user study 1. Briefly, based on the predictive model, the documents perceived to be the most relevant and least relevant are identified from the pool of documents. These documents are then given to participants to read through with an eye tracker installed on the machine and rate them according to how relevant they are to the task under consideration. The rating categorisation is the same as that employed in user study 1. In this user study, 9 university students majoring in the area of Computer Science took part. A task brief explaining the procedure and a consent form was given to the participants to complete. This was followed by a short tutorial about the experiment. The eye tracker was calibrated on a five point calibration scale and each of the participants had to sequentially read through the 6 documents within 30 min and rate them.
Apparatus
Gaze data were captured with a Tobii TX300 desk mounted eyetracker. It was paired with a 23 inch LCD monitor with a resolution of 1920 Â 1080 pixels. The tracking frequency for the eye tracker was 300 Hz and it gave room for subjects to move their heads. The accuracy was 0.4 degree of visual angle. The participants' fixation count, fixation duration and heat map as shown in Table 3 , were captured by Tobii SDK Software.
Results
This section presents the results of user study 1 and user study 2. Section 4.1 presents the results of study 1 and the results of study 2 presented in section 4.2.
Relationship between implicit indicators and explicit relevance ratings
Every participant in user study 1 visited at least one web documents while performing the assigned tasks. The maximum number of websites visited by a participant in a single task was 11 and the minimum was one. A total number of 343 web pages were analysed. Pearson correlation is employed in finding the correlation between the user explicit ratings and the implicit indicators. In order to determine if results from Pearson correlation are real and not random, significance testing is employed. A confidence interval of 95% and a statistical significant coefficient, p < 0.05, is used for analysing the dataset as explained in Table 4 .
Null hypothesis indicates that there is no statistical significant relationship or association between two measured parameters. When the null hypothesis is rejected, it means there is evidence that there is a relationship between two parameters.
Initial analysis for linearity shows that the implicit variables were linearly related with the explicit relevance ratings. Table 5 illustrates the Pearson correlation between the implicit indicators and explicit relevance ratings. Positive correlation was observed between explicit relevance rating and the following implicit indicators: the number of mouse clicks, amount of copy, the amount of scroll, the mouse movement along X-axis and Y-axis, the dwell time, the mouse distance and the mouse duration count. There was no significant correlation between the explicit relevance ratings and the mean mouse speed, and between the explicit relevance ratings and the keystroke. The correlation coefficient between implicit indicators and explicit relevance ratings obtained in this work is higher than those obtained in previous research (e.g. Guo and Agichtein (Guo & Agichtein, 2012) ) conducted under similar context.
Consistency in explicit relevance rating
Since the goal of this research is to obtain common consistent implicit indicators that can be used to represent users' interest, the consistency of the participants' explicit relevance ratings was examined. Common documents visited by the users were extracted from the pool of documents visited. Among these common documents extracted, the most viewed document had 21 hits while the least had 2 hits. An investigation was carried out to see if documents commonly visited are relevant. The mean of the explicit relevance ratings of the common documents visited was found to be 3.21. Since '3' was labelled as 'relevant' on our 6 point subjective explicit rating scale, it therefore indicates that common documents visited by users are relevant across the users. It is therefore concluded that common consistent implicit indicators captured across all user populations can be used to infer relevance among a community of users. The findings of user study 1 led to the development of a predictive model.
Predictive model
To aggregate the most predictive indicators of interest for a function model, multiple linear regression analysis was used to estimate the user behavioural features that best represent the user explicit interest. A stepwise regression method was employed for this selection. The stepwise regression automatically selects the predictive variables through a sequence of t-test. The regression function is given as:
where b 0 ; b 1 … b n are regression coefficients (unknown model parameters) . Y is the dependent variable while X 1 , X 2 and X n are independent variables. This is the sum of duration of all individual fixations within a specific area of interest of a document. Individual fixation is between 250 ms and 300 ms. Total Fixation Count (TFC) This is number of times that a user fixates within a specific area of interests of a document.
Heat Map
This is a visualization technique that separates different levels of fixation intensity, it show areas that are more fixated to be denser than areas that are less fixated.
Among the nine features entered as inputs, the stepwise regression included only dwell time and amount of copy parameters. The predictive function below was obtained:
Explicit Relevance ratings ¼ 2.978 þ 0.281(Total Copy) þ 0.002(Dwell Time).
Correlation coefficient 0.36. The relationship between the explicit ratings and the implicit indicators (dwell time and amount of copy) in the predictive model have a higher correlation as compared to other features examined and only these features are sufficient to derive the predictive model. Considering that the relationship between the explicit and implicit indicators in the predictive model produced a correlation coefficient of 0.36, which is higher than that of the individual indicators examined, it suggests that when the features are aggregated, a higher degree of accuracy in prediction is obtained.
To conduct a study to validate the predictive model, an additional column was created for the predictive model in the dataset containing web documents and their related implicit generated indicators. The predictive function was used to compute a score for each of the documents. The computed score was sorted in a descending order and documents perceived to be highly relevant and least relevant were extracted from the pool of documents. This set of documents was then presented in a sequential order to participants in user study 2 to read before an eye tracker and rate their relevance.
Validation of the predictive model based on "Eye Gaze Indicators" user study
The results of user study 1 suggest that user interest on web documents can be inferred from their behavioural activity. The aim of user study 2 is to use eye gaze measures (Fixation count, Fixation duration, Heat map) to validate the predictive strength of the function model derived in 4.1.2, and to show that to a certain degree of accuracy, the model can be used in place of an eye gaze. The data captured by the eye tracker from one of the participants (participant 6 in Table 6 ) was excluded from the analysis due to poor calibration which led to incomplete data. Only the remaining 8 participants' results were analysed. The correlation between total fixation duration and explicit ratings was not statistically significant. This is consistent with the findings of Buscher et al (Buscher et al., 2012) . There was however a statistical significant correlation of 0.32 (p ¼ 0.025) between the total fixation count and user explicit ratings. Qualitative results from the heat maps (Fig. 2) show that documents explicitly rated highly relevant were denser and had higher mean fixation count than documents rated as low relevance. Fig. 2 shows the heat maps for the document with the highest mean fixation count and the document with lowest mean fixation count.
The results in user study 2 show a significant correlation between the fixation count and the user perception of relevance. There was no significant correlation between fixation duration and user ratings. However, the explicit ratings for the documents identified in user study 1 were correlated with the mean explicit ratings of the documents in user study 2 and a strong correlation of There is a significant relationship Reject null hypothesis The correlation between the explicit ratings of the predictive function model used for identifying and extracting the documents from the dataset is 0.36. The correlation between the total fixation count and the explicit rating is 0.32. Considering the consistency in the ratings of the documents in the two studies, and the predictive model and fixation count producing similar correlation coefficient with the explicit ratings (as shown in Table 7 ), we can infer that there is no significant difference between the predictive model based on implicit indicators and the eye gaze in the context employed. The relationship between the ratings is shown in Fig. 3 . The predictive model derived can be used to estimate document relevance for the recommendation of relevant web documents to a set of users based on their previous interaction with the system.
Conclusions
This work employed a task context approach to explore the relationship between implicit and explicit user parameters. Our findings show that apart from keypress and mean mouse speed, other classical implicit indicators measured correlate with the explicit ratings. A predictive function model was derived from the relationship between implicit indicators and explicit ratings. The model consisted of two of the most predictive implicit indicators (Dwell time and Copy) and it had a higher correlation coefficient than the single indicators. A validation study based on eye gaze was used to confirm the predictive strength of the predictive model and it showed that there was no significant difference between the predictive model based on implicit indicators and the eye gaze in predicting perceived relevant documents within the context examined. These findings provide a cost effective method for understanding user behaviour in a task specific context through the use of implicit indicators which can be used in education-based recommender systems.
The data collection in user study 1 was based on capturing documents that were JavaScript enabled. Pdf documents, images and video web resources were not captured. This is a limitation that will be addressed in our future work. Another limitation in this work is that only selected documents were identified and used to examine the relationship between the predictive function model and gaze based measures. A better approach would be to capture the eye gaze measures and the classical implicit indicators simultaneously in a single study. The eye tracker used in this work was limited in the searching procedure. The Tobii SDK Software used for capturing gaze measures is only compactible with Internet explorer browser while the JavaScript plugin designed to capture the classical indicators is specific to Mozilla Firefox browser. A crossbrowser plugin to capture classical indicators will be developed for future work.
Future work will include the development of a framework for a context-based recommender system to improve post-retrieval document relevancy. The framework will use Vector Space Model (VSM) to index and rank documents based on query-document similarity, and the predictive model derived from users' previous interaction with the system will be used to re-rank the documents according to users' interest/perceived relevance.
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